The Dairy Girl Network supports all women in dairy by enhancing lives and creating opportunities.
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Thank You
Sustaining

This edition of Dairy Girl Direction contains
an opportunity for you to give a gift of
connection and education to a dairywoman in
your life. But first, a story.
Recently, I had the chance to represent
Dairy Girl Network (DGN) at the Western
Dairy Management Conference held in Reno,
Nevada. I have been to this conference
several times over the years, always with
Dairy Girl Network. It is still nerve-wracking
for me to show up at a dairy meeting where
I don’t know many people. In the midwest,
I would be hard pressed to go to any dairy
meeting where I don’t already know half
the crowd. But this meeting in Reno always
reminds me to be brave, and put myself out
there to learn and meet people. I am so glad
I did. Our DGN Connect networking events
are special because the dairywomen and
industry professionals are from such a large
geographical area, they all feel isolated. And
there is magic that happens when smart

hardworking people find others just like them.
They are just like you and just like me. Hopes,
dreams, worries and all.
That’s why I hope you’ll think about who
you can “Give the Gift of DGN” to this holiday
season. Whether you choose a webinar
subscription or earlybird admission to our
Forward TogetHER National Conference to
be held in Minnesota, next year at this time,
you will give her a vote of confidence. You will
bring her a Network of energy and ideas. You
will help her see you are willing to invest in
her and she will invest in herself by showing
up. Even if she has to channel her brave self
to log in or get herself through the door.
What’s on the other side will be worth it. We’ll
make sure of it.
Happy Holiday season,

Laura Daniels

Dairy Girl Network President and Founder
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS AND
REGISTER NOW FOR THE BEST DISCOUNT
DGN is excited to host our members at the Forward TogetHER
National Conference on November 1-3, 2022 at Mystic Lake Center
in Prior Lake, MN. Save the date and Give the Gift registration is
available now for the best discounted pricing! Visit
DairyGirlNetwork.com for details. If you are looking
for group rates, please contact Renee.
If you have interest in volunteering for the
conference, have a speaker or session topic, have a
testimonial we can share from your past experience
with the Forward TogetHER conference, or maybe
you have interest in sponsorship, please contact Renee
at reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com.

FROM THE DAIRY NEWS

Want to Donate to
Dairy Girl Network?
Dairy Girl Network has launched
a campaign to support the overall
mission and vision of our organization.
DGN members and DGN True Believers have the
opportunity to support an organization they love and
help us keep moving our objective forward. Every
donation will provide support to DGN and the overall
organization to continue programs, events and so much
more. Learn more here.
“Dairy Girl Network (DGN) has played such a big part in my
personal and professional growth. I found this organization
at the perfect time, right after college, when I was still
unsure about myself and quite honestly... a little afraid.
Afraid of starting a career and afraid of feeling like a fraud,
since I wasn’t working on a dairy farm. DGN has helped
me develop my skillsets and they’ve given me a newfound
purpose in serving the dairy industry as an ally. I’m so
thankful for these people! And I am so happy that I have a
chance to give back financially, so other people can have
the same experiences as me.” - Rebecca Shaw

In October, Barbara O’Brien, assumed
her new role as CEO of Dairy Management
Inc. (DMI), the national dairy checkoff
organization. O’Brien was unanimously
approved by the DMI Board of Directors to
succeed Tom Gallagher as CEO. Gallagher
will remain as an advisor to O’Brien as
needed through July 31, 2022.
“With more than two decades of experience providing
steady leadership and results for dairy farmers and the
dairy industry, Barb is perfectly suited for this new
challenge,” said DMI chair and Pennsylvania dairy
farmer Marilyn Hershey. “Barb will build on Tom’s
strong legacy and refine strategies to support domestic
and global growth, drive greater efficiencies and increase
positive consumer perception around dairy and dairy
farming. Barb will also continue to develop the strong
bench of next generation leaders throughout the checkoff
organizations so that we are poised for long-term success.”
To hear more about O’Brien’s goals as she steps into
this new role, watch this video from a recent trade
media teleconference and Q&A or read this column in
DairyBusiness.
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Something to Chew On:

Bolster herd health with the latest monitoring tech
By Haim Fleminger, Key Accounts Manager, Allflex Livestock Monitoring

We all know the powerful role
technology plays in our everyday lives.
We don’t think twice about switching
seamlessly between TV streaming
apps. It’s now instinctive for us to not
necessarily look at our watches for the
time, but rather to see how many steps
we’ve logged or read a text message.
But perhaps one area where we should think more about
technology’s role is within our dairy herds.
Here’s one example: A cow goes off feed, then spikes a fever
or shows other disease symptoms. By the time we realize this,
she’s already on the path to production loss.
Early detection and treatment of sick cows helps minimize
detrimental effects on milk production, reproduction and overall
well-being. So, how can technology help prevent this?
The key is in the cud, so to speak.
Time spent ruminating is a useful indicator of a dairy cow’s
health status. A normal, healthy cow chews her cud between
eight and nine hours per day. Reduced cud chewing often signals
potential health problems.
Cue modern technology. Electronic cow monitoring systems
can measure rumination time for individual cows, allowing
producers to identify those at risk of illness and intervene more
quickly. Here are five ways producers can use technology and
data to help support herd health and productivity:
1. Diagnose diseases earlier.
Identifying reduction in rumination time with rumination
monitoring helps identify sick cows before clinical signs appear.
A Cornell University study showed that cows developing ketosis
were detected 1.5 days sooner with rumination and activity
monitoring.1
With rumination monitoring, producers can respond quickly to
adverse situations. If a cow pauses rumination for more than a few
hours, she could be suffering from a serious problem, such as milk
fever. An alert from the monitoring system allows for immediate
action.
2. Respond to fresh-cow problems.
A cow’s health status after calving impacts her well-being
and productivity for the entire lactation. Figure 1 shows the
daily rumination time of fresh cows for the first six days after
calving. The black line shows healthy cows, which recorded
longer rumination times than cows later diagnosed with ketosis
or displaced abomasum. This information, which is visible and

actionable through monitoring systems, allows the producer to
concentrate fresh-pen management on potential problem cows.
3. Refine treatment protocols.
Using cow monitoring, producers may work with their
veterinarians to evaluate treatment protocols and potentially
select lower cost or less invasive options based on rumination
data. For example, if a cow is exhibiting metritis symptoms but
is still ruminating normally, she may clear symptoms on her own
with supportive therapy.
4. Evaluate treatment response.
Rumination data can immediately gauge a cow’s response
to treatment. As she begins to recover, cud chewing should
return to normal levels within 10 to 12 hours – usually before
milk production improves. If rumination remains low or trends
lower after treatment, you might consider an alternate course of
action.
5. Reduce cow handling and labor.
By monitoring cows electronically, producers can avoid
handling cows that do not need attention. Leaving healthy cows
undisturbed allows them more time to eat, lie down, chew their
cuds and exhibit normal cow behavior. Rumination monitoring
also eliminates the labor required to take daily fresh cow
temperatures.
Technology can play an important role beyond our own daily
lives, helping our cow herds to thrive as well. Cow monitoring
systems offer valuable information to support effective and
economical treatments and overall cow health outcomes. w
References:
1.
Stangaferro, ML, Wijma, R, Caixeta, LS, Al-Abri, MA, Giordano, JO. Use of rumination
and activity monitoring for the identification of dairy cows with health disorders: Part I.
Metabolic and digestive disorders. J. Dairy Sci. 2016;99(9):7395-7410.
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Sharing

Wisdom

DAIRY GIRL NETWORK

Educational Seminar
Resilience expert, Kyra
Cavanaugh presents
“Recover and Embrace Your
Genuine Self.”
What a great day it was to present
“Recover and Embrace the Genuine You”
at the Dairy Girl Network event during
World Dairy Expo.
With all the hardships encountered by many in the dairy
business, it was a special time for us to come together and
explore strategies to reclaim ourselves.
We covered a lot of ground in a short time: tips for speaking
your truth and expanding your influence, self-care strategies,
energy management techniques, and the importance of
taking time for rest and recovery--especially when it seems
impossible to find the time.
It was awesome to hear you sharing your experiences
together, reinforcing that your struggles are not yours alone.
And taking the time to meditate together, to remember
how special each of us is--that was foundational to our time
together.
I hope you’ve had an opportunity to put some ideas into
practice. If you weren’t able to attend, please check out the
recording here.
Remember, even when the outcomes of this crazy time aren’t
clear, when you feel too stressed to listen to your inner voice,
or too bogged down in work to come up for air, a few deep
breaths, reframing the situation, and even five minutes for
yourself can help you renew your energy (and outlook).
As we reminded ourselves during the session: you are
remarkable and worthy beyond belief. Look in the mirror and
tell yourself this every day. You’ll rewire your brain to believe
it. From there, from truly believing this simple fact, you’ll find
a path forward to prioritize yourself and your needs. And,
you’ll bring your best gifts forward, gifts we truly need. w
Sustaining Sponsor

If you are a member of our Facebook group Exchange, then
you have likely seen the dozens of women who have stepped
forward to share their mental health stories through our
initiative, #StrongerTogetHER. We plan to continue to share
monthly #StrongerTogetHER posts, but we need your help! We
are looking for volunteers to be brave and tell their stories. Do
you know a woman in your network that has a powerful story
to share? Have you yourself dealt with a stressful time? If you
are interested in sharing your #StrongerTogetHER story, please
send an email to amandab@dairygirlnetwork.com. These posts
can be on any topic of behavioral health: depression, anxiety,
loss, disaster, PPD, divorce, addiction, or infertility are just a few
examples. All of these discussions will remain confidential until
if/when a plan has been made for sharing.
We see you. We hear you. We are amazed at your resiliency,
honored to be a platform where we all can feel comfortable
being vulnerable and support one another.

WEBINAR

Enhance Yearly
Webinar Subscription

Event Sponsors

Catalyst Sponsors

facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

• Sign up for a year’s worth of Dairy Girl Network
Enhance Webinars right to your inbox!
• For just $60 (half the price of a year’s worth of
webinars!) you can get all of this and save time.
Don’t miss out on webinars
Enhance Yearly
Webinar Subscription
regarding mental health, calf
care, employee management,
cow health and management,
crops and more from experts
in the field. Register online at
DairyGirlNetwork.com to save.
@dairygirlnetwork
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Wisconsin’s Dairy Badge Of Honor

Submitted by Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin

Our mission at Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin is to promote Wisconsin
dairy while expanding consumer access and demand for foods that
feature Wisconsin milk.
We take our mission to drive nationwide and international demand
for Wisconsin milk seriously – and have a strategy in place to
accomplish it. We strive to build trust, awareness and affinity for
Wisconsin dairy products, dairy farmers and dairy farming. How
we accomplish that may change, especially in these times, but
the strategy stays the same—continue to build sales and trust in
Wisconsin dairy. It’s at the core of everything we do.
As part of this plan, the Proudly Wisconsin® Cheese and Dairy
badges are more visible and available on more products than ever
so consumers can easily recognize outstanding cheeses and dairy
products when making purchase decisions—wherever they live and
shop.
Building a trusted, respected brand like Wisconsin Cheese is no
accident. Of course, beginning with high-quality milk, sustainably
produced by dedicated Wisconsin dairy farmers gets everything off
on the right foot.
But it requires a well-planned, deliberate and dedicated strategy to
reach the point where:
• A whopping 99% of U.S. grocers sell Wisconsin Cheese.
• Wisconsin leads the nation producing a quarter of all cheese in
the U.S. and accounts for 50% of specialty cheese production.
• Wisconsin Cheese is an integral part of U.S. restaurant menu
items.

serve as visible reminders, making it easy for consumers to recognize
and trust Wisconsin’s outstanding cheeses when making purchase
decisions.

Wisconsin values
Supportive efforts were put to the test during recent market
upheavals proving more than ever these promotions and activities
drive sales and keep Wisconsin milk moving.
Over the past five years, total Wisconsin-identified cheese has
increased 4.4% compared to 1.4% at retail for cheese made
elsewhere. Wisconsin Cheese is selling faster and more frequently at
retail grocers than cheese made anywhere else.

Consumer connections
It’s working. The latest Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin brand study shows
unaided awareness for Wisconsin Cheese remains more than double
that of cheese from other places. Wisconsin Cheese maintains its lead
in awareness, consideration, and purchase intent among all origins
tested, significantly outpacing France!
Ultimately, the efforts of Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin help sustain
this treasured Wisconsin Cheese brand. Consumers recognize and
associate Wisconsin Cheese and dairy products with taste, quality,
innovation and integrity – and ask for them by name.
Visit WisconsinCheese.com to see more of the consumer-facing
efforts raising awareness of the Proudly Wisconsin badges. w

Success also requires constant communication and strong
relationships to cultivate this well-earned reputation and continue
to build the Wisconsin Cheese and Wisconsin Dairy brands. Careful
stewardship and quality craftsmanship create award-winning
products to ensure that Wisconsin is recognized far and wide as a
dairy powerhouse. In turn, these efforts grow demand and increase
the value of Wisconsin milk.

Behind the badge
We work with dairy companies to use the Proudly Wisconsin® Cheese
and Dairy badges, alongside other Wisconsin identifiers to increase
awareness and sales. Consumers crave information about their food
– Wisconsin dairy farmers and dairy products have amazing stories to
tell.
The Proudly Wisconsin® badges and products earning the right to
display them, embody everything Wisconsin is known for: nearly two
centuries of quality, tradition, innovation, passion and award-winning
dairy. The badges, driven by Wisconsin dairy farmer checkoff dollars,
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

Proudly Wisconsin® Cheese & Dairy
badges are brought to you by
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This holiday season, give the gift of DGN!
Forward TogetHER Conference

• Give the gift of our dynamic conference to someone special, or yourself! Sign
up now to join us in November of 2022 for our Forward TogetHER National
Conference, happening live in Prior Lake, MN! Forward TogetHER brings
dairywomen, both producers and industry members, together to learn, grow
and recharge their batteries. Our conferences are tailored to women who are
interested in growing their own skills in a multitude of ways and interacting with
one another, and our virtual experience did not change those outcomes but rather
amplified them! Now is the time to sign-up to learn, lead and succeed with our
early registration rate! If you are looking for group rates, please contact Renee at
reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com.

Enhance Yearly
Webinar Subscription

Enhance Subscription Service

• Give the gift of continuing education and constant learning! Looking
for a present for a special dairywoman in your life? Gift her a year-long
subscription to our webinars for 2022! DGN hosts webinars almost every
month to advance knowledge on everything from planting, finances, calf
care, mental health, management, transition cows and more! Sign up once
and don’t worry about doing anything else for the entire year! For only $60,
you can gift an entire year’s worth of webinars for a loved one. Give her, or
yourself, the gift of continued education.

True Believers Campaign

• Give the gift of Dairy Girl Network to other dairywomen through a donation!
Dairy Girl Network is allowing members and DGN True Believers the
opportunity to support an organization they love and help us keep moving our
objective forward for all women in dairy. Every donation will provide support
to DGN, it’s staff and the overall organization to continue programs such
as our Connect networking events, Sharing Wisdom educational seminars,
#StrongerTogetHER initiative, Inspire mentoring program, Exchange online
community, Include initiative, future courses, and so much more. Give the gift
of support and growth of the network for all dairywomen!

Sharing Wisdom

• Give the gift of creating your niche and discovering new opportunities for
income and personal growth! We have reopened access to our very popular
Sharing Wisdom session. This Sharing Wisdom event starts with a keynote from
Mary Heffernan (Five Marys Farm). Next, you can check out any of the three
breakout rooms and close by building a business plan. This Sharing Wisdom
event gives participants valuable knowledge and key takeaways for attainable
income diversification. Bonus: A digital business plan template will also be
included! Gift this session to yourself or a dairywoman in your life.

Learn more about all of these DGN gifts HERE! w
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork
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PARTNER WITH DAIRY GIRL NETWORK

CONNECT EVENTS

Is your business interested in partnering with Dairy Girl Network? Check out
our partnership opportunities for 2022, including Forward TogetHER! Dairy
Girl Network needs your support to advance our mission. Our partnership
opportunities include virtual and in-person networking, educational resources
and mentorship connections of our dairywomen from across the globe.

Do you know of a dairy conference or
event in your area that would benefit
from having an DGN Connect networking
event? Would you be interested
in serving as a chairwoman for a
Connect event? If so, please complete
the volunteer form here: https://
dairygirlnetwork.com/volunteer/ w

The future of Dairy Girl Network is bright and our goals are set high. Now
is your opportunity to have a part in the network’s growth! Email Brenda at
brendag@dairygirlnetwork.com to learn more. Also you can learn more about
DGN’s membership and our program areas here. w

Board of Directors and Staff Members
Dairy Girl Network Board of Directors
Laura Daniels, Cobb, WI, Founder and President
Kristy Pagel, Malone, WI, Vice President
LuAnn Troxel, Hanna, IN, Secretary-Treasurer
Carrie Mess, Johnson Creek, WI
Michelle Philibeck, Wallace, MI
Tami Smith, Williamsburg, PA
Michelle Schilter, Chehalis, WA
Mary Knigge, Washington, DC
Corinne Banker, Morrisville, NY
Connie Kuber, Clovis, CA
Rebecca Shaw, Hollidaysburg, PA
Amy Dicke, Xenia, OH
		

Dairy Girl Network Advisory Board
L-R, front row: Amanda Borkowski, Connie Kuber, Leah Ziemba, LuAnn Troxel, Laura Daniels, Renée
Norman-Kenny; second row: Mary Knigge, Tami Smith, Michelle Schilter, Rebecca Shaw; third row:
Corrine Banker, Amy Dicke and Michelle Philibeck. Missing from photo are Carrie Mess, Brenda
Gilbertson, Kelly Reed and Kristy Pagel and Lynn Bartholomew.

Leah Ziemba, Madison, WI
Kelly Reed, Prosser, WA

Dairy Girl Network Staff Members
Renée Norman-Kenny, Creative Development Lead; reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com

Brenda Gilbertson, Strategic Lead; brendag@dairygirlnetwork.com

Amanda Borkowski, Interactive Media Lead; amandab@dairygirlnetwork.com

Lynn Bartholomew, Key Projects Lead, lynn.bartholomew97@gmail.com

Thank You
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